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SUMMARY

Large-scale, cooperative rearrangements underlie
the functions of RNA in RNA-protein machines and
gene regulation. To understand how such rearrange-
ments are orchestrated, we used high-throughput
chemical footprinting to dissect a seemingly
concerted rearrangement in P5abc RNA, a paradigm
of RNA folding studies. With mutations that system-
atically disrupt or restore putative structural ele-
ments, we found that this transition reflects local
folding of structural modules, with modest and
incremental cooperativity that results in concerted
behavior. First, two distant secondary structure
changes are coupled through a bridging three-way
junction and Mg2+-dependent tertiary structure.
Second, long-range contacts are formed between
modules, resulting in additional cooperativity. Given
the sparseness of RNA tertiary contacts after
secondary structure formation, we expect that
modular folding and incremental cooperativity are
generally important for specifying functional struc-
tures while also providing productive kinetic paths
to these structures. Additionally, we expect our
approach to be useful for uncovering modularity in
other complex RNAs.
INTRODUCTION

Structured RNAs function in myriad cellular processes, including

pre-mRNA splicing, protein production, maintenance of chromo-

some ends, and regulation of gene expression, and many of

these RNAs are currently under investigation as therapeutic tar-

gets (Bhattacharyya et al., 2015; Burnett and Rossi, 2012; Hille

and Charpentier, 2016; Kole et al., 2012; Ng et al., 2006; Yanof-

sky, 1981). As structural information about functional RNAs has

grown, it has become apparent that RNA/protein machines

such as the spliceosome, ribosome, and telomerase undergo
3240 Cell Reports 22, 3240–3250, March 20, 2018 ª 2018 The Autho
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orchestrated conformational transitions that enable them to

switch between functional states as they carry out their reactions

(Akiyama et al., 2013; Chen and Moore, 2014; Galej et al., 2014;

Parks and Stone, 2017; Yusupova and Yusupov, 2014; Zhu and

Meyer, 2015). Large-scale, coupled rearrangements are also key

to riboswitch signaling, as binding of a ligand results in an alter-

native structure and a biological outcome through changes in

transcription, translation, or splicing (Mironov et al., 2002; Serga-

nov and Nudler, 2013; Winkler et al., 2002a, 2002b, 2003).

A necessary element in these RNA conformational steps is that

changes in multiple regions of the structure are coupled

together, allowing regions of the structured RNA to sense and

respond to the conformations of other regions through coopera-

tivity. For example, translocation by the ribosome involves large

coordinated movements of the large and small subunits that

define the stages of each forward step in protein synthesis

(Chen et al., 2013; Petrov et al., 2012), and in riboswitches struc-

tural changes in the aptamer platform upon ligand binding must

be communicated to the expression platform to exert the down-

stream impact. The same general phenomenon underlies native

RNA folding, as cooperativity is necessary for a single global

conformation or small ensemble of conformations—the native

state—to be favored over the exceedingly large number of

partially folded and misfolded intermediates that differ in tertiary

structure and/or secondary structure.

Although functional and structural studies have provided valu-

able descriptions of conformational steps involved with the func-

tions of RNAs andRNA-protein complexes, themechanisms that

drive these folding processes remain poorly understood. An

illustrative example comes from the P5abc subdomain of the

Tetrahymena thermophila group I intron, which undergoes a

complex conformational switch upon the addition of Mg2+ ion

(Figure 1). Initial studies showed that this switch includes

changes in the secondary and tertiary structure of the RNA,

and subsequent work implied an extremely high degree of coop-

erativity in the transition (Koculi et al., 2012; Silverman et al.,

1999; Wu and Tinoco, 1998; Zheng et al., 2001).

These observations provided valuable descriptions of a com-

plex folding transition but did not reveal the physical basis for the

complex rearrangement or show how the changes in secondary

and tertiary structure are linked energetically. Despite the
rs.
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Figure 1. The Complex Folding Transition of P5abc RNA

(A) Alternative structure of P5abc, which represents the unfolded state for

folding studies (Cate et al., 1997; Wu and Tinoco, 1998). Nucleotides that

change base pairing uponMg2+-induced folding are marked (̂ ) and regions are

colored (P5c, blue; 3WJ, green; MC, orange). A structural model is below the

secondary structure (Wu and Tinoco, 1998).

(B) Native P5abc. Long-range base pairs are indicated with dashed lines. Non-

canonical base pairs are shown here and elsewhere using Leontis/Westhof

nomenclature (Leontis and Westhof, 2001). In the tertiary structure model, two

site-bound Mg2+ ions are yellow (Das et al., 2005; Frederiksen et al., 2012).
observation of a concerted transition, we wondered whether this

complex transition might be mediated by structural modules

within P5abc that had remained hidden in previous studies.

Supporting the presence of modules, our recent work revealed

that P5abc can change some of the secondary structure tran-

siently, without the distal changes in secondary and tertiary

structure (Xue et al., 2016), and that it can form at least some

of the native tertiary structure without the full complement of

secondary structure changes (Bisaria et al., 2016; Gracia et al.,

2016).

Here, we introduce a mutation and rescue strategy to test

directly for the presence of structural modules in P5abc and to

measure cooperativity between them, conceptually analogous

to the mutation and rescue cycle that has been instrumental in

identifying RNA secondary structures in complex RNAs and ribo-

nucleoproteins (RNPs) (Huang et al., 2013; Nilsen, 1994; Staley

and Guthrie, 1998; Tian et al., 2014; Wu and Huang, 1992). We

systematically knocked out putative structural modules and

then rescued them using mutagenesis, and then we used high-
throughput footprinting methods to measure the impacts of

these changes on folding of the remaining modules. Using this

strategy, we uncovered structural modules in P5abc that had

previously been obscured by their folding cooperativity. Further-

more, wemeasured the cooperativity and established its origins,

revealing that the cooperativity emerges in modest increments,

from the formation of short-range and long-range contacts,

through two folding steps. Our work suggests general roles for

modularity in RNA folding and highlights a general strategy to

dissect complex RNA folding transitions.

RESULTS

Mg2+-Dependent Folding of P5abc Occurs in Multiple
Transitions
P5abc is composed of three helical elements (P5a/P5b/P5c) that

converge at a three-way junction (3WJ) (Figure 1) (Lescoute and

Westhof, 2006; Wu and Tinoco, 1998). In P5abc folding, two

Mg2+ ions bind specifically to sites within an A-rich bulge, result-

ing in a 270� corkscrew in the RNA backbone termed the metal

core (MC) (Figure 1B) (Cate et al., 1997; Correll et al., 2003;

Frederiksen et al., 2012; Murphy and Cech, 1993; Pabit et al.,

2013). The formation of tertiary structure in the MC is accompa-

nied by a change in the base pairing of 17 nucleotides, including

a shift in the register of P5c, the formation of non-canonical base

pairs in the 3WJ, and a shift in the register of a base pair adjacent

to the MC.

To monitor equilibrium folding, we incubated P5abc with

various concentrations of Mg2+ (0.02–200 mM) and performed

quantitative selective 20-hydroxyl acylation analyzed by primer

extension (SHAPE) and dimethyl sulfate (DMS) footprinting (Fig-

ure 2A) (Cordero et al., 2014; Mortimer andWeeks, 2007; Tijerina

et al., 2007). We detected modifications as blockages to reverse

transcription and normalized the intensities of each peak to

those of reference sequences that flanked P5abc in our RNA

construct (Figures 2B and 2C). In contrast to the simplest expec-

tation from early results (Koculi et al., 2012; Silverman et al.,

1999;Wu and Tinoco, 1998; Zheng et al., 2001), theMg2+ depen-

dences of modification were complex, with a range of Mg2+ mid-

points and some nucleotides with multiple phases (Figures 3A

and 3B; Tables S1 and S2). These data indicate that P5abc

folding is not a two-state process. To derive a minimal model,

we fit all of the footprinting data with a global model using KinTek

Global Kinetic Explorer (Supplemental Experimental Proced-

ures) (Johnson et al., 2009). The global fitting gave a minimal

model with four discrete states and three Mg2+-dependent tran-

sitions between them (Figures S1 and S2; Table S3).

At sub-millimolar concentrations of Mg2+, several nucleotides

in the 3WJ and theMC displayedmodest enhancements in reac-

tivity with increasing Mg2+ concentration (Figure 3A, U to U*; Fig-

ures S3A–S3C). These enhancements were also observed when

Mg2+ was replaced with Ba2+, which does not support MC for-

mation (Figure S3D) (Travers et al., 2007), and in the presence

of 1 MNaCl (Figure S3E) (Das et al., 2005). These results suggest

that the transition reflects alleviation of electrostatic repulsion

(Russell et al., 2000; Takamoto et al., 2004) and is not associated

with secondary or tertiary structure changes in P5c or the MC.

Therefore, it is not discussed further, and U and U* are
Cell Reports 22, 3240–3250, March 20, 2018 3241



Figure 2. High-Throughput Footprinting to Monitor P5abc Folding

(A) Steps in the high-throughput footprinting approach. The FAM indicates that

the primer is fluorescently labeled with fluorescein.

(B) P5abc footprinting cassette. The RNA includes flanking hairpins linked by

single-stranded segments used for internal normalization (red box).

(C) Electrophoretic traces of reverse transcription products aligned and

quantified by HiTRACE (Yoon et al., 2011). The area under each peak is con-

verted to grayscale and represented as a band (Yoon et al., 2011). The red box

indicates the nucleotides used for internal normalization. Eight control re-
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collectively termed ‘‘U/Alt’’ to reflect that they contain the alter-

native secondary structure and lack stable tertiary interactions.

As the Mg2+ concentration was further increased, a second

transition was observed, with protections in several regions of

P5abc (Figures 3A and 3B, U/Alt to IF). Nucleotides within the

MC and the 3WJ became protected from the SHAPE reagent

(Figures 3C and 3D), indicating structure formation, and large en-

hancements at key positions within P5c indicated its switch to

native secondary structure (Figure 3E). These changes occurred

with indistinguishable Mg2+ dependences and were cooperative

with Mg2+ concentration (n = 2.1 ± 0.1), as expected for a transi-

tion linked to cooperative binding of two Mg2+ ions in the MC

(Das et al., 2005), and they did not occur in this concentration

range when folding was carried out in Ba2+ (Figure S3D). We

conclude that in the second transition, the MC binds Mg2+ spe-

cifically and forms tertiary structure, P5c switches to native sec-

ondary structure, and the 3WJ forms tertiary structure.

At even higher Mg2+ concentrations, a third transition was

observed, by both SHAPE and DMS footprinting (Figure 3A, IF
to F). These changes occurred at nucleotides within loop L5c,

the 3WJ, and the MC (Figure 3B, dashed boxes, and Figures

3E and 3F; Table S1 and S2). The distributed nature of these

changes and their positions suggest that the transition involves

the packing of native P5c into a groove formed by the MC and

3WJ to give the conformation observed in crystal structures of

P4–P6 (Cate et al., 1996, 1997) and the ribozyme core (Golden

et al., 1998) (Figure 1B).

P5c and theMCCan Fold in Isolation and Are Reinforced
with Cooperativity
The coincident formation of native P5c secondary structure and

MC tertiary structure in the transition from U/Alt to IF provided

support for the previous conclusion that these structural

elements fold cooperatively (Koculi et al., 2012; Silverman

et al., 1999; Wu and Tinoco, 1998; Zheng et al., 2001). To deter-

mine whether each element can fold by itself and to measure

the cooperativity, we used mutagenesis to block one of

these structural elements from folding, and then we measured

folding of the non-mutated element by SHAPE footprinting.

A P5abc variant that stabilizes the alternative secondary struc-

ture of P5c (U167C) (Gracia et al., 2016; Silverman et al., 1999;

Xue et al., 2016) displayed clear protections that indicated for-

mation of the MC, but with an increased [Mg2+]1/2 value of

9.8 mM (Figures 4A, 4B, S4A, and S4B; Table S1). The increased

Mg2+ requirement indicates that cooperativity between the

native P5c secondary structure and the MC has been lost in

the mutant.

Two additional results indicate that measurements for the

U167C mutant reveal the full extent of cooperativity (i.e., that

P5c remains in the alternative secondary structure when the

MC forms in the mutant at the high Mg2+ concentrations). First,

there was no measurable Mg2+-dependent transition in P5c up

to 50 mM Mg2+ (Figure S4B). Second, a double mutant in P5c

(U167C/U177C) that further stabilizes the alternative P5c
actions without SHAPE reagent are shown at the left (No Mod) and span the

Mg2+ concentrations used (0–200 mM Mg2+). The nucleotide number (nt #) in

the P5abc region is shown on the left edge.



Figure 3. Native Structure Formation by

P5abc Occurs in Two Distinct Transitions

(A) Mg2+ dependences of SHAPE reactivity for

representative nucleotides to illustrate the three

transitions. Transitions are indicated with dashed

lines and correspond to the minimal model shown

below the plot. The coloring is the same as in

Figure 1.

(B) Normalized SHAPE reactivity values in the

absence of Mg2+ (U/Alt state) and the presence of

saturating Mg2+ (F state). Representative Mg2+

midpoints are shown in boxes. Boxes are dashed

for the higher Mg2+ midpoints, indicating a change

in reactivity in the transition from IF to F. All mid-

points are from SHAPE experiments except for

A173 and A184, which are fromDMS experiments.

A complete list of Mg2+ midpoints is in Tables S1

and S2.

(C–E) Mg2+ dependences of nucleotides that un-

dergo changes in the U/Alt to IF transition within

the MC (C), the three-way junction (3WJ) (D), and

P5c (E).

(F) Mg2+ dependences of nucleotides that undergo

changes in the IF to F transition.

Here and in subsequent figures, error bars reflect

the uncertainty values associated with peak fitting

of the raw chromatograms. See also Figures S1–

S3 and Table S3.
secondary structure (Gracia et al., 2016) gave the same Mg2+

dependence for MC nucleotides as the single mutant (Figures

4A and 4B). Together, these results show that MC formation

and P5c secondary structure switching are thermodynamically

coupled but that this coupling is sufficiently modest for folding

of the MC to be readily observed when P5c is prevented from

switching to its native secondary structure.

The observed coupling between P5c switching and MC for-

mation predicts that if MC formation were blocked by mutation,

the P5c helix could still switch to the native state, and this

transition might be favorable with a higher Mg2+ concentration.

We therefore carried out this converse experiment, blocking

MC formation by replacing A186 with U or the entire A-rich
Cell Rep
bulge with uridines (Figure 4C) (Das

et al., 2005; Murphy and Cech, 1994;

Sattin et al., 2008). Indeed, we observed

enhancements within P5c by SHAPE

footprinting, indicating native secondary

structure formation (Figures 4D, S4C,

and S4D). Also as expected, the Mg2+

requirement was increased, from a

[Mg2+]1/2 value of 2.1 for wild-type

P5abc to 5.4 mM (Table S1), and the

lack of a signal at MC nucleotides in

these mutants showed that MC structure

formation was indeed disrupted (Fig-

ure S4D). Thus, P5c can rearrange

to form its native secondary structure

without MC formation.

To evaluate the cooperativity quantita-

tively, we focused on footprinting data at
3 mM Mg2+. We chose this Mg2+ concentration because it is

close enough to the midpoints of folding transitions for the

wild-type P5abc and module-knockout mutants that the equi-

librium values can be determined directly from the Mg2+ depen-

dences, without requiring an extrapolation. Thus, it was

possible to determine the level of cooperativity between native

folding of P5c and the MC by directly comparing the equilibrium

values for one module in the presence or the absence of the

other module. This analysis shows that the coupling between

P5c and the MC in this transition is modest, with a value of

1.3 kcal/mol (Figure 4E). Equivalent analyses performed from

data at 2 or 4 mM Mg2+ concentrations gave similar results

(1.4 and 1.6 kcal/mol, respectively), indicating that the level of
orts 22, 3240–3250, March 20, 2018 3243



Figure 4. P5c and the MC Can Fold in Isola-

tion and Are Reinforced with Cooperativity

(A) P5c mutants that shift the P5c equilibrium to

the alternative or native secondary structure. The

predicted effects on the P5c secondary structure

transition are calculated using ViennaRNA (Gruber

et al., 2015).

(B) SHAPE footprinting of the MC for mutants that

shift P5c to the alternative or native secondary

structure.

(C) MC mutants that block MC formation. Effects

of the mutations on theMC itself are indicated as a

lower limit to reflect the absence of a detectable

transition.

(D) SHAPE footprinting of the P5c secondary

structure switch at nucleotide U168 for mutants

that block MC formation.

(E) Quantitative analysis of cooperativity between

P5c secondary structure switching and MC for-

mation. Calculated values are labeled (asterisk).

The coupling constant of 9, equivalent to

1.3 kcal/mol, is obtained from completion of the

thermodynamic cycles top and bottom, and the

value of 23 in parenthesis is obtained from

comparing MC formation with mutants that

effectively lock P5c in the alternative or native

conformations (B).

(F) SHAPE footprinting of the 3WJ (A139) in mu-

tants that stabilize or destabilize other P5abc

structural modules.

See also Figure S4.
cooperativity between the folding transitions in P5c and the MC

does not depend strongly on the Mg2+ concentration in this

range.

A strong prediction of our results is that a P5abc mutant that

favors the native P5c secondary structure would decrease the

Mg2+ requirement for MC formation, because the wild-type

P5abc must ‘‘pay’’ to switch the P5c secondary structure,

whereas the mutant would already have native P5c formed (Fig-

ure 4E, bottom right equilibrium K0
MC). Indeed, a mutant that sta-

bilizes native P5c by inserting three additional Watson-Crick

base pairs (Nat+3) displayed a reduced Mg2+ requirement for

folding the MC (Figures 4A, 4B, and S4E). The equilibrium value

at 3 mM Mg2+ was 7 ± 1, even a bit larger than the predicted

value of 3 ± 1. Interestingly, protections were also observed in

the 3WJ, with a reduced Mg2+ requirement for this mutant rela-
3244 Cell Reports 22, 3240–3250, March 20, 2018
tive to wild-type P5abc (Figure 4F). This

result suggests the involvement of the

3WJ in the cooperative network linking

P5c and the MC, a possibility that is

explored further below.

In summary, the results in this and

previous sections indicate that P5c sec-

ondary structure switching and MC ter-

tiary structure formation are modular

and cooperative. Each transition occurs

readily in the absence of the other, and

the two transitions are energetically

linked, such that each transition is more
favorable in the presence of the other, with modest cooperativity

comparable with the formation of one or two hydrogen bonds in

many systems (Jolley and Znosko, 2017).

A Module-Level Restoration Approach to Uncover the
Mechanism of Cooperativity
P5c and the MC are connected by the 3WJ, suggesting that the

3WJ could function as a conduit for transmitting information

on the folding of P5c to the MC and vice versa. Furthermore,

three nucleotides that are liberated in the transition to native

P5c form internal 3WJ contacts and contacts with the MC

(Figure 5A).

To test the role of the 3WJ in cooperative folding of P5c and

the MC, we took the general strategy of structure restoration

mutagenesis a step further. Conceptually analogous to the



Figure 5. Module-Level Restoration Uncovers the Mechanism of
Cooperativity

(A) Contacts of the 3WJ with the MC (A186; orange) and nucleotides liberated

when P5c forms native secondary structure (G164, G176, and U177; green).

Contacts are indicated by dashed lines in the secondary structure (left) and by

magenta lines in the three-dimensional structure image (right).

(B) Schematic of a mutant in which contact-forming nucleotides in the 3WJ are

inserted (equivalents of G164, G176, and U177). In this construct, the alter-

native secondary structure of P5c is stabilized with the substitutions U167C/

U177C (alternative P5c base pairs shown in red) to eliminate potential com-

plications from the secondary structure change in P5c. Insertion of each side

of the 3WJ individually (G164 or G176/U177) was not sufficient to restore

folding to the level of the wild-type P5abc (Figure S5B).

(C) SHAPE footprinting of the mutant shown in (B) (green). Analogous data are

shown for wild-type P5abc (black) and the mutant in which P5c secondary

structure switching is blocked, but the 3WJ contacts are not restored (red).

See also Figure S5.
construct in which native P5c is stable without the need for

MC formation, we generated a mutant in which the native

3WJ can form without requiring the native P5c secondary

structure by inserting equivalents of these three nucleotides

(Figure 5B). In the background of mutations ensuring that P5c

remained in the alternative secondary structure (U167C/

U177C), we found that the Mg2+ requirement for MC and 3WJ

formation was restored to the wild-type level for this 3WJ

restoration mutant (Figures 5C and S5). Thus, the MC and

3WJ are energetically coupled, which is not surprising, as they

contact each other in the folded structure, and the cooperativity

between P5c secondary structure switching and MC tertiary

structure formation is mediated at least in part through the inter-

vening 3WJ.
A Second Layer of Cooperativity Reinforces the Folded
Modules
In the fully folded structure, P5c packs against the 3WJ, forming

long-range contacts with the 3WJ and the MC that provide

another possible source of cooperativity (Figure 6A) (Wang

et al., 2014). Indeed, this packing transition is expected to be

cooperative with native structure because a long-range base

pair between P5c and the MC (U168-G188) is not possible

without native structure, as both nucleotides form alternative

local contacts (Figure 1).

To better understand this folding transition, we first tested the

role of this base pair by mutating U168 (Koculi et al., 2012) and

measuring P5abc folding (Figure 6B). As predicted by the model,

the lower Mg2+ transition that results in MC formation and P5c

secondary structure (U/Alt to IF) remained intact, but the P5c

packing transition at higher Mg2+ concentrations (IF to F) was

not detected (Figures 6C and S6). The high Mg2+ transition

was also absent for the Nat+3 mutant, which blocks the U168-

G188 base pair by extending the P5c helix (Figure 6C). Thus,

this tertiary folding transition depends on native structure in

P5c and the foldedMC, providing experimental support for addi-

tional cooperativity between these two structural elements.

We next quantitated the cooperativity between P5c and the

foldedMC in the final folding transition using a module-knockout

strategy analogous to that used above to measure cooperativity

in the transition fromU/Alt to IF. Thus, we ablatedMC foldingwith

the A186U substitution and followed the P5c packing transition

against the 3WJ. To eliminate interference from effects of MC

formation on P5c secondary structure switching and to ensure

that U168 is available for interactions, we used a variant that

locks P5c into the native secondary structure (Figure 6D). We

found that when MC formation was ablated, signals for P5c

packing were also perturbed, indicating cooperativity between

MC formation and P5c packing (Figure 6E). Nevertheless, we

observed a partial transition at high Mg2+ concentrations, which

gave a coupling value of �2.6 kcal/mol between P5c packing

and MC formation. Thus, native P5c and the folded MC are

mutually stabilized by the long-range contacts that form

between them.

DISCUSSION

Cooperativity is a hallmark of biological macromolecules,

enabling attainment of a specific functional structure or set of

conformations in preference to the enormous number of alterna-

tive structures (Creighton, 1995, 1996). Here we developed and

used a module-level restoration approach to uncover structural

modules in P5abc that had previously remained obscured by

their folding cooperativity. In addition, we quantified the cooper-

ativity between the modules and revealed the physical origins of

this cooperativity (Figures 7A and S7). Our deconstruction of this

complex switch into its components suggests that it may be

possible to understand other complex RNA rearrangements

quantitatively from the properties of discrete structural modules,

with potential utility for understanding biological RNAs and for

designing new RNAs.

In one transition, tertiary folding of the MC is linked to a sec-

ondary structure change in P5c via structure formed in the
Cell Reports 22, 3240–3250, March 20, 2018 3245



Figure 6. A Second Layer of Cooperativity Reinforces the Folded

Modules

(A) Contacts of P5c with the 3WJ and the MC in the native, ‘‘packed’’

conformation. Contacts are shown as dashed lines in the secondary structure

diagram (left) and as magenta lines in the three-dimensional structure image

(right).

(B) Substitution of U168 to C is expected to perturb the long-range non-ca-

nonical base pair of U168 with G188, weakening the packing transition of P5c.

(C) SHAPE footprinting of mutants that weaken or knock out the P5c packing

transition. Results are shown for U168C (B) and for the nat+3v1 mutant, which

stabilizes the P5c native secondary structure but eliminates the long-range

interaction with the MC by extending the P5c helix (Figure 4A). MC formation

occurs for both mutants, as reflected by protection of A186 (open symbols)

and partial protection of A184 (closed symbols), and P5c packing is detected

only for the wild-type P5abc RNA, as reflected in a further protection of A184.

(D) Construct designed to enforce the native P5c secondary structure (C165A/

G175U, designated A:U) and knock out MC formation (A186U).

(E) DMS footprinting of the P5abc mutant shown in (D). P5c packing with the

3WJ is monitored by enhanced DMS reactivity of A173 (Supplemental

Experimental Procedures).

See also Figure S6.
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intervening 3WJ. This linkage provides �1.3 kcal/mol of cooper-

ativity. The coincident folding of the two structural modules

highlights that even modest cooperativity can cause structural

rearrangements to appear strictly concerted. In a separate tran-

sition, the folded MC and P5c are mutually stabilized by tertiary

packing of P5c against the folded MC and 3WJ to provide an

additional �2.6 kcal/mol of cooperativity. The modest coopera-

tivity generated in each step of P5abc folding results in the sub-

stantial overall cooperativity of �4 kcal/mol.

The incremental, stepwise cooperativity we observe here

may be a general feature of structured RNAs. Overall, the ter-

tiary packing of structured RNAs is relatively sparse (Vicens

and Cech, 2006), such that individual helical segments are

extensively solvent exposed and interact with other RNA ele-

ments through discrete, modular tertiary contacts. Cooperativ-

ity can arise between elements of native secondary and tertiary

structure through these discrete contacts, as we have

observed here, and it can also arise between tertiary contacts

that are distant from each other because of effects on posi-

tioning and overcoming electrostatic repulsion (Sattin et al.,

2008). Through these mechanisms, there is a general expecta-

tion that cooperativity will increase incrementally through

the progressive formation of native secondary and tertiary

structure.

Cooperativity serves a critical role for the thermodynamics of

the folded state by ensuring that partially structured intermedi-

ates do not dominate the population. Indeed, a simulated

folding landscape for the first P5abc transition in which the

free energy for folding of the modules is preserved but the

observed cooperativity is removed shows that there would be

very little accumulation of the structure with both modules

folded even under conditions that permit significant folding of

each module individually (Figure 7B). At the other extreme, a

very high level of cooperativity would also be detrimental

because it would hinder the kinetics of folding. This point is

illustrated in a comparison of the free energy surface for the

wild-type P5abc (Figure 7C) with a hypothetical surface with

higher cooperativity and the same overall free energy of

P5abc folding (Figure 7D). In the high-cooperativity landscape,

each structural module is unstable individually, so there is

very little accumulation of on-pathway intermediates in which

one module is formed. Rarer still are intermediates in which

both modules are formed but not yet fully reinforced by cooper-

ativity, and as a consequence overall folding is slow (Figure 7D,

purple arrow). In contrast, the modular behavior of P5abc, with

P5c switching to its native secondary structure without the

folded MC and the MC forming its tertiary structure without

P5c switching should enhance the kinetics of native P5abc for-

mation by allowing transient formation of these on-pathway in-

termediates (Figure 7C) (Davis et al., 2016). Indeed, nuclear

magnetic resonance (NMR) measurements showed directly

that P5c rapidly and reversibly samples the native secondary

structure without the folded MC, providing an early folding inter-

mediate on a viable kinetic route to the folded state of P5abc

(Xue et al., 2016). These competing effects of cooperativity on

the thermodynamics and kinetics of folding lead to the general

expectation of modular behavior in biological systems, with

limited cooperativity.



Figure 7. Cooperativity within P5abc Promotes Thermodynamics and Kinetics of Folding

(A) Compiled SHAPE and DMS footprinting signals associated with each transition are indicated with colored letters. Assignments of reactivity changes to one or

both transitions are based on global fitting of the footprinting data. The secondary structures illustrate the base pairs formed when the corresponding transition is

completed. Cartoon RNA structures are shown as cylinders, with the Mg2+ midpoints and cooperativity values shown above and below the arrows, respectively.

Cooperativity values are calculated under conditions of 3 mM Mg2+.

(B) A simulated free energy landscape illustrating the poor folding of P5abc (5 mMMg2+) in a hypothetical landscape in which the free energy of each module is

preserved but cooperativity is absent. The red arrow indicates the unfavorable free energy change for the transition from the U/Alt state to the intermediate IF in

which P5c and the MC are in the native states.

(C) Free energy landscape for folding of wild-type P5abc (5 mMMg2+). The red arrow indicates the favorable free energy change for folding, and the purple arrow

indicates the kinetic barrier for folding.

(D) A simulated free energy landscape illustrating the increased transition state barrier (purple arrow) for folding of a hypothetical P5abc RNA (5mMMg2+) in which

the overall free energy of folding is unchanged from the wild-type P5abc but the cooperativity between structural modules is increased.

See also Figure S7.
Modular structure may also be favored because of its evolv-

ability. In an evolving macromolecule, each new structural

element is unlikely to be retained unless it confers a selective

advantage on its own, favoring the existence of simple modules

that can fold independently. For RNAs, the stability of structural

modules means that point mutations outside of the module will

typically not disrupt folding, while fortuitous mutations at key po-

sitions within or between modules can strengthen global folding

or create alternative folded states by establishing progressive

layers of cooperative interactions between modules. We are still

in the early stages of understanding the complex thermodynamic

and kinetic properties of RNA tertiary structure, including its

intrinsic features that enhance and limit its cooperativity and its

ability to specify conformations and conformational transitions.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

RNA Preparation

DNA templates were prepared by assembly PCR with four partially overlap-

ping oligonucleotides (Integrated DNA Technologies). Primer extension reac-

tions were carried out using Phusion High-Fidelity DNA Polymerase (New
England Bio-Labs) followed by purification of full-length, double-stranded

DNA templates by Magnetic Bead PCR Clean-up (Axygen). PCR-amplified

DNA template (0.2 mM) was used in transcription reactions with T7 RNA poly-

merase, as previously described (Cordero et al., 2014). RNA transcripts were

isolated by affinity column (QIAGEN).

Design of P5abc Construct for Footprinting

We used RNA constructs in which P5abc is flanked on both sides by a refer-

ence sequence for internal normalization (Figure 2B). The RNA also includes

a 30 primer site. The labeled FAMprimer used for reverse transcription includes

a 50 poly-A tail and a 30 RNA binding site, bridging the RNA to an oligo-dT mag-

netic bead for purification. After correcting for signal saturation, overmodifica-

tion, background, and normalization to the internal control (Kladwang et al.,

2014), the 50 and 30 hairpin loops were comparably reactive at all Mg2+ concen-

trations probed, and independent datasets were highly reproducible, support-

ing the accuracy of the quantitative analysis. Signals were normalized to the

single-stranded linkers such that a reactivity value of 1 indicates that a given

nucleotide has the same reactivity as nucleotides within the 30 single-stranded
linker. The results were unchanged when the data were normalized to the

30 hairpin loop or loop L5b within P5abc.

SHAPE and DMS Footprinting

P5abc RNA (200 nM) was pre-folded in 19 mL at the desired concentration of

Mg2+ for 15 min at 37�C in a background of 100 mM KCl and 50 mM
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K-MOPS (pH 8.0) and then equilibrated at 25�C for 10 min. Longer incubation

times up to 120 min did not change the results, suggesting that 10 min is

sufficient to reach equilibrium. RNA was chemically modified by adding

1 mL of 1m7 SHAPE reagent (0.42 mg/mL, 5% DMSO final) or DMS

(10 mM DMS, 5% DMSO, 0.45% ethanol final) and incubating for 15 min.

We found that 5% DMSO decreased the Mg2+ requirement for P5c second-

ary structure switching (Lee et al., 2013) and MC folding, so DMS footprinting

reactions were supplemented with 5% DMSO to achieve conditions match-

ing those of the SHAPE footprinting experiments (Table S2) (Lee et al., 2013).

The presence of 0.45% ethanol (in the DMS footprinting reactions) had no ef-

fect on the SHAPE footprinting profile of wild-type P5abc and was not

included in most SHAPE footprinting experiments. A fluorescently labeled

DNA primer (FAM) with a 50 poly-A tail was annealed to oligo-dT magnetic

beads (Poly-A Purist kit; Life Technologies), resulting in a 30 overhang on

the DNA primer that is fully complementary to the 30 end of the RNA. To

purify modified RNA, 10 mL of the primer-bead mixture was incubated with

RNA for 10 min, washed twice with 200 mL of 70% ethanol, and left to dry

at room temperature for 20 min. RNA was reverse transcribed with 5 mL of

Superscript III reverse transcriptase mix (Life Technologies) at 42�C for

60 min, followed by RNA degradation with 0.2 M NaOH at 90�C for 3 min.

The solution was neutralized with 0.3 M HCl, 0.4 M Na-acetate (pH 4.5),

and 700 mM NaCl. cDNAs were purified by oligo-dT magnetic beads and

ethanol washed, as described above, for analysis by capillary electropho-

resis (ABI 3730).

Data Processing and Statistical Analyses

Footprinting data in the form of electrophoretic traces were aligned and pro-

cessed using the established HiTRACE pipeline (Kladwang et al., 2014;

Yoon et al., 2011). Peaks were quantified by fitting to a sum of Gaussian dis-

tributions. Relative uncertainties were generated from the sum of the squares

of SDs upon shifting all peak positions by ±0.5 of the mean peak-to-peak

spacing. The presence of a transition in Mg2+ titrations was assessed by two

criteria. First, only nucleotides that undergo a change in reactivity of at least

0.15 reactivity units were considered. Second, only reactivity changes that ex-

ceeded the average of the uncertainties of data points within a given transition

were considered. Positions that gave significant blocks to reverse transcrip-

tion in the absence of a footprinting reagent were not analyzed. Changes in

reactivity were fit to a sigmoidal binding equation to extract midpoints, ampli-

tudes, and Hill coefficients. Uncertainties reported for folding parameters

reflect the SEM from replicate measurements.

Quantitation of Cooperativity between Structural Modules

Cooperativity between native structure formation in the modules P5c and the

MC was determined by comparing the equilibrium constants for native

folding of one module in P5abc variants that either permit or block folding

of the second module. Specifically, we used two methods. In one method,

we used the thermodynamic cycle shown in Figure 4E and measurements

of the equilibrium constant for the concerted transition in the wild-type

P5abc, the MC transition in the mutant that locks P5c in the alternative

conformation (U167C), and formation of native P5c secondary structure in

the mutant that disables the MC (A186U). This information allows calculation

of the remaining equilibrium constants and the degree of cooperativity (Fig-

ure 4E; 1.3 kcal/mol, a = 9). In the second method, we compared the

equilibrium constants for MC formation with P5c pre-formed in the native

conformation (Nat+3) or locked in the alternative conformation (U167C) (Fig-

ure 4B). This method yielded a similar, albeit somewhat larger value (Fig-

ure 4E; 1.8 kcal/mol, a = 23). Equilibrium constants for each P5abc variant

were determined directly from the extent of the change in the footprinting

signal at select Mg2+ concentrations in the transition range relative to the

total change in the transition. With conservative detection limits of 4% in

either conformational state, we estimate that the largest coupling value we

could measure with this method is approximately 2 kcal/mol without

requiring an extrapolation from a lower or higher Mg2+ concentration. Conse-

quently, we were able to measure the extent of cooperativity between P5c

and the MC without any extrapolation for the transition at lower Mg2+ con-

centration (1.3 kcal/mol) but not for the transition at higher Mg2+ concentra-

tion (2.6 kcal/mol).
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DATA AND SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY

Footprinting data have been deposited in Mendeley, and the dataset DOI is

10.17632/msnb8c6xbf.2.

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Supplemental Information includes Supplemental Experimental Procedures,

seven figures, and three tables and can be found with this article online at

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.celrep.2018.02.101.
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